
 towards empowering the socially excluded young
people to achieve their full potential and through them

enable an equitable and inclusive space to find the
rightful place in youth development. 

 
Mission is to Educating and organizing socially excluded

youth (SC/ST, MUSLIM, NT/DNTs) towards youth
development and youth for development.

DELHI YOUTH EQUITY FORUM



In 2018, the Delhi Youth Equity Forum aimed to bridge the gap between
opportunities and socially excluded young people in Delhi who were unable to
reach their full potential. To address this, we created the Ambedkar Students

Platform for Inclusive and Right-Based Education (ASPIRE). ASPIRE provided an
inclusive space where we supported the growth and opportunities of young

individuals through our fellowship program.
Initially, we identified 20 young people and focused on enhancing their

leadership skills, employability, and involvement in governance. We also trained
them to establish their own community or group, fostering a collaborative

environment for learning and working together.
 
 



SELF

In which we made 20 youth
profiling.
They come together build
their skils  to meet their full
potential

ASPIRE Fellowship
begins with the youth,
where they come and
engage together  and
work on self towards 

SOCIETY

While working on
themselves, the youth start
engaging their local
community towards
Personality Building. And
help their community to
different govt policies.

GOVERNANCE

Objective of all the activities
and programs in the 
 fellowship are based on
how it will affect the
governance.



With 20 young people
Capacity building

Capcity towards Interpersonal skills like theatre,
music, designing, art and documentation and
reporting.
Included certified trainings

Leadership Building 

Team bilding with the ideology of equity and inclusion
create the safe space. 
which promotes roles and responsibilitirs towards
organisation and ither fellow mates.

Employeability

By enhancing their capacity, young people prepare
themselves for their further carreer and
employeability. 

Sensitivity towards Sexual and reproductive
health

Workshops, programs and events which promotes
gender sensitivity and awareness towards SRHR.

Constitutional Literacy

Programs and workshops towards Constitution of
India, through which young people get to know their
rights and duties as a Indian citizen.
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In 2022
Samjho toh:Live dialogues and Fraternity Labs

IBuilding prosperous, inclusive, peaceful and just communities by creating a culture of
dialoguing, collaboration and co-creation among and through young people by bringing
their ideas of India together.
It was the of 10 months program with 20 fellows.

Kayapalat

The objective of this program through art was to transform the office space into
a youth hub that incorporates constitutional values and ideologies.

Fight Against Inequality

Participated in Fight Against Inequality aliances from which fellows get to learn the
theatre skilss and through which they performed 15 street plays against economic
inequality in different areas of delhi



In 2022
Right to education Campaign

Section 12(1)(c) of the Right to Education Act, mandates that private unaided schools reserve 25% of
their seats for children belonging to economically and socially disadvantaged backgrounds.
The fellows involved in the program first developed their own technical skills to fill online application
forms and also gained awareness about the provisions of Section 12(1)(c) of the RTE Act. This enabled
them to assist people in filling out the application forms of people  for free,admission to private unaided
schools under the quota.

Samvidhan Samjho toh

In the program "Samvidhan Samjho Toh", fellows reach out to communities to raise awareness about the
Preamble of the Constitution of India. To make the learning process fun and engaging, the fellows use
various puzzle and quiz games with young people in the community.

Higher Education Link Prrogram

The Higher Education Link program involves fellows going into small communities and assisting
individuals in filling out online applications for free admission to higher education institutions such as
colleges and universities.




